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Hybrid Space — connecting physical 
and digital dimensions of public spaces



“Today we are all “thrown” into an 
age of digital urbanism, whether 
we use particular devices or not”
(McQuire) 
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“Instead of anihilation of space-time we are 
facing new space assemblies” (McQuire)



“Hertzian” space
(physical, intangible, “real”)

Cyber space
(digital/ mediated real, virtual)

Physical 
tangible, “real”
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Hybrid Space Composition



“Mobile device plus city equals 
a composite read-write medium”
(B. Bratton) 



Interaction is recursive

“Representation of space is entirely incorporated into the 
production of the embodied space” (McQuire)



How to deal with all this complexity?



Entering hybrid space
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WiFi in the City 

“Loss of communication 
system becomes equivalent 
to the loss of social 
network” (McQuire)



Digital Islands



1. Cadorna

2. Via Cusani

3. Viale Pasubio

4. Centrale

5. Loreto/piazza Argentina

6. Oberdan

7. Via Cadore

8. Cinque Giornate

9. Bocconi

10. St. Agostino

11. Pagano

12. Amendola Fiera
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“This place has 
everything - 
wifi, food, water, 
benches, people” 

“What would I do 
in the park? Watch 
trees? My phone 
screen is what is 
important to see for 
me!”

“I don’t have time 
to learn all these 
interfaces! I need to 
work to take care of 
my ill mother!”

“Take care of your 
belongings, it’s not 
that safe around 
here”

Public Realm



“We are just looking 
for a job!”

Accessibility



OpenWiFi



Very small amount of 
people uses free Wifi
outdoors

Usefulness
Difficulty of access



Good
Wi-Fi
Service

1. Meaningful locations
   (urban planning)

2. Supportive environment
   (product design)

3. Information about service        
   (communication)

4. Usefulness of offer 
   (service design)





#nevicata14 - hybrid public space 
built from a collective dream 



























Smart LED lights

















New Business Model 

















Augmented Space











* Digital affects physical
* Physical affects digital
* On the global level
---------------------------
And we need new procedures to define what happens 
when they mix (not just for PokemonGo!)



















“Dominant social norms can be challenged in 
as many ways as there are apps, and each 
time, public space is made anew”



Technology is the answer, 
but what is the question?
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Integrated Design Approach
“It is only by conceiving the design of both physical and virtual 
modes of the urban interface at once, either as conflicting or 

complementary parts of the whole, that we can hope to intervene in 
their effects with consequences.”


